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The PlayStation 5 is a powerful platform capable of running amazing games. With all that power comes 
heat, and you probably noticed how hot your console gets during those intense gaming sessions. Well, 
we've got just the thing to keep your console cool as a cucumber: the Canyon PS5 Cooling Stand.



This device has a built-in high-speed fan with three speed settings. That'll keep your PS5 running 
smoothly and prevent overheating, thus extending its lifespan.

We included the Type C cable of the right size to power this cooling system from the console’s USB C 
port. The stand supports simultaneous charging for two original PS5 controllers, and an LED light 
indicator will show the charging status. There’s another USB-A port to charge… well, whatever you want!



The stand also has adjustable RGB backlighting, because who doesn't love some cool lighting effects? 
There’s a game disc storage for six keep cases, dust-proof game accessory storage on top, and a headset 
holder. Phew, that's a lot of features!



So if you want to keep your PS5 in great shape, this cooling stand is a must-have. Think of all the extra 
hours of gaming without any pesky overheating issues. It's a win-win.

Grab your cooling stand today!
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Built-in


high-speed fan

The high-speed fan is capable of doing 5000 RPM 
to properly remove the heat from the console. 
Select one of the three fan speed modes for 
optimal and quiet cooling.



Type C port

Power it up with a Type C cable that comes in the 
package. It has the perfect length to connect the 
cooling stand to your console’s Type C port – no 
mess with hanging wires.



Simultaneous 

charging for 

two PS5 

controllers


There are two charging slots for PlayStation 5 
controllers with a charging indicator. Red light while 
charging, blue once fully charged, and other modes.



RGB Backlight

The device’s bezel rocks a breathing 
RGB backlight. Adjust the color and 
mode to your liking, or turn it off 
completely… But it does look great.



Tidy storage and 

space saving

The Canyon cooling stand has everything you need 
for storing your accessories: a disc storage for 6 
keep cases, a dust-proof compartment on the top 
for your remote and other accessories, and a 
headset holder. There’s another USB 2.0 port to 
charge whatever you might need.
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